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Experiments were performed on EAST and J-TEXT for ohmic plasmas with net counter- and co-current
toroidal acceleration generated by density ramping-up and ramping-down. Core toroidal rotation is increasing
with Te/Ti increasing in observed region (r/a ≤ 0.3). There may be certain correlation between rotation variation
and temporal change in density fluctuation intensity. Meanwhile, it is shown that core counter-current toroidal
acceleration is gradually increased with the increase of ramp rate in electron density. Direction reversal from
co- to counter-current of edge C4+ toroidal rotation is observed by ramp up in electron density. Additionally
on EAST, net co-current toroidal acceleration was also formed by LHCD or ICRF. For the current experimental
results, toroidal acceleration was between −50 km/s2 in counter-current direction and 70 km/s2 in co-current
direction. Eφ may be one of the co-current toroidal forces, which may generate co-current toroidal acceleration,
and acts on the plasma as a whole. On the other hand, electron-ion toroidal friction may be one of the counter-
current toroidal forces, which may produce counter-current toroidal acceleration, because electrons move in
counter-current direction in order to produce a toroidal plasma current.
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1. Introduction
Rotation and velocity shear play important roles in

L-H transition [1–5], formation of internal transport bar-
riers (ITBs) [4, 6, 7], suppression of resistive wall modes
(RWMs) [8–12], and reducing turbulent losses of heat and
particles transport [4, 13–16]. For ITER and future reac-
tors, NBI may lose the capability of providing long time
and strong rotation due to the large machine sizes, higher
density and the limitations of beam current. Other meth-
ods, which could be used to generate strong plasma rota-
tion and shear in those future devices, are therefore un-
der consideration. This includes taking advantage of the
intrinsic rotation, which arises in the absence of external
momentum input.

In experimental aspect, intrinsic rotation has been ob-
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served in ohmic, LHCD, ICRF, ECRH plasmas [5,17–24].
But, according to currently experimental results, it is diffi-
cult to summarize a simple experimental rule for describ-
ing characteristics of intrinsic rotation; meanwhile, the
mechanisms for formation of intrinsic rotation are not well
understood. Commonly, the possible mechanisms contain
driving terms, comprising LHCD, ICRF and ECRH etc.,
and damping terms including parallel viscosity due to mag-
netic field ripple, NTV [25, 26] and NPV etc. In theoret-
ical aspect, the momentum flux may be considered to be
key physics quantity required to confront the mechanisms
of generation of intrinsic rotation. Commonly, radial flux
of momentum may contain three parts: diffusive, pinch and
residual stress term [27,28]. The paper simply summarizes
the characteristics of toroidal acceleration and toroidal ro-
tation induced by electron density, LHCD and ICRF in
EAST and J-TEXT plasmas; meanwhile, the phenomeno-
logical understanding on mechanisms of generation of in-
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trinsic rotation is also presented. This paper is organized
as follows: section 2 presents experimental results of net
toroidal acceleration and rotation on EAST and J-TEXT
plasmas. The understanding on mechanisms of generation
of net intrinsic toroidal acceleration and rotation is showed
in section 3. Finally, results are summarized.

2. Experimental Results
The toroidal rotation is measured with X-ray imag-

ing crystal spectrometers (XCS) on EAST and the mea-
sured range of toroidal rotation in 2012 and 2014 EAST
campaigns is mainly core region of r/a ≤ 0.3 and r/a ≤
0.4 of plasmas, respectively [29–31]. For lack of an ad-
equate X-ray source for absolute wavelength calibration,
the relative change in rotation with respect to that at 9 sec
will be discussed. On J-TEXT, the observed region of
toroidal and poloidal rotation is commonly edge region
(about 0.6 < r/a < 0.9) in plasmas [32].

Figure 1 shows waveforms of ohmic plasmas in shot
No. 42178 on EAST. Plasma current (Ip) and direction of
Ip are 400 kA and in the counter clockwise direction from
top view of EAST, respectively. Toroidal magnetic field
(BT) is 2 T at R = 1.7 m and direction of BT is in the clock-
wise direction from top view of EAST. Plasma configu-
ration is double null with elongation of about 1.7 during
current flattop period. From 3 s to 5 s, with electron den-
sity ramping up, core electron temperature, Te(0), is gradu-
ally decreased from 1.34 keV to 0.81 keV; meanwhile, loop
voltage, Vloop, is gradually increased from 0.63 V to 1.15 V.
From 5 s to 8 s, with electron density ramping down, Te(0)
is gradually increased from 0.81 keV to 1.21 keV; mean-
while, Vloop is decreased from 1.15 V to 0.70 V.

Shown in Fig. 2 is that core toroidal rotation, in the
observed region (r/a ≤ 0.3), is gradually decreased in
co-current direction following electron density ramping
up and following stored energy increasing; meanwhile,
core toroidal acceleration (∂uφ/∂t), in the observed region
(r/a ≤ 0.3), is about −10 km/s2 and in counter-current
direction from 3 s to 5 s. From 5 s to 8 s, core toroidal
rotation, in observed region (r/a ≤ 0.3), is increased in
co-current direction with electron density ramping down
and following stored energy decreasing; meanwhile, core
toroidal acceleration (∂uφ/∂t) is about 5 km/s2 and in the
co-current direction. Based on the rotation velocity and
Te/Ti of r/a ≤ 0.3 during the period from 3 s to 8 s, Fig. 3
shows the relationship between toroidal rotatin and Te/Ti,
and indicates that the toroidal rotation is increasing with
Te/Ti increasing.

Combining Fig. 2 with Fig. 4, it is shown that, from
3 s to 5 s, core toroidal rotation is gradually decreasing
in co-current direction following density fluctuation inten-
sity and frequency integrated S (k) increasing; meanwhile,
from 5 s to 8 s, core toroidal rotation is gradually increas-
ing in co-current direction following density fluctuation
intensity and frequency integrated S (k) decreasing. But

Fig. 1 Time histories of plasma current, loop voltage, core
Te, core Ti, and line-average electron density in shot
No. 42178.

Fig. 2 Time histories of relative toroidal rotation velocity, ra-
tio of electron temperature to ion temperature, plasma
stored energy, and line-average electron density in shot
No. 42178.

Fig. 3 Relative toroidal rotation versus the ratio of electron tem-
perature to ion temperature in the observed range of
r/a ≤ 0.3.

the sqrtS (k)/ne is not obvious changed during the period
from 3 s to 8 s. There may be the certain correlation be-
tween core toroidal rotation variation and temporal change
in density fluctuation intensity with kr = 10 cm−1.

During electron density of ramping up, relative
toroidal rotation (δuφ) profiles, in observed region (r/a ≤
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Fig. 4 From top to bottom, figure captions are in turn: time his-
tories of intensity in density fluctuation with kr = 10 cm−1

in 0 < r/a< 0.4 and 0.7 < r/a< 1 region, respectively;
time histories of the frequency integrated S (k1) (green
line) and S (k3) (red line) in 0 < r/a< 0.4 and 0.7 < r/a<
1 region, respectively; time histories of sqrt (S (k1))/ne

(green line) and sqrt (S (k3))/ne (red line) in 0 < r/a < 0.4
and 0.7 < r/a< 1 region, respectively. The spectra power
is in units of dB.

0.3), are flat and gradually decreased in co-current direc-
tion. Ion temperature profiles, in observed region (r/a ≤
0.3), are also flat and are not obvious changed. Electron
density and temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 5. Dur-
ing electron density of ramping up, electron density pro-
files and electron density gradient are gradually increasing;
On the contrary, electron temperature profiles and electron
temperature gradient are gradually decreasing.

Modification of toroidal rotation by ramp rate in elec-
tron density (ane = ∂ne/∂t) has been observed over a range
of electron densities and plasma currents in ohmic plas-
mas on EAST. Shown in Fig. 6 is relationship between core
toroidal acceleration (aφ(0) = ∂uφ(0)/∂t) of observed range
(r/a ≤ 0.3) and ramp rate of electron density. It is shown
that core counter-current toroidal acceleration is gradually
increased with the increase of ramp rate in electron density.

Fig. 5 Profiles of ne and Te in shot No. 42178. The magnetic
axis is at R = 1.85 m.

Fig. 6 The toroidal acceleration versus electron density ramp
rates. For toroidal acceleration, “+” and “−” repre-
sents co- and counter- current direction, respectively. For
ramping rate of electron density, “+” and “−” represents
ramp up and down, respectively.

In ohmic plasmas on J-TEXT, direction reversal from
co- to counter-current of edge C4+ toroidal rotation is ob-
served by ramp up in electron density. The reversal den-
sity is commonly 1.6 × 1019 m−3 with Ip of 160 kA and BT

of 1.8 T at R = 1.05 m. Counter- and co-current toroidal
acceleration is generated by electron density ramping-up
and ramping-down, respectively. The edge counter-current
toroidal acceleration (aφ(edge) = ∂uφ(edge)/∂t) is increas-
ing with density ramp rate increasing; meanwhile, edge
co-current toroidal acceleration is increasing with density
decline rate increasing. In the experiments, maximum co-
and counter-current toroidal acceleration, in the observed
region, is 20 km/s2 and −50 km/s2, respectively. Poloidal
rotation of C4+ and C2+, in observed range, is not changed
during density ramping up and ramping down, so poloidal
acceleration is 0 km/s2.

On EAST, modification of core toroidal acceleration
and rotation in r/a ≤ 0.4 region by LHCD at 2.45 GHz
and 4.6 GHz has been observed over different lower hybrid
powers, electron densities, plasma currents and toroidal
magnetic fields. Both 2.45 GHz and 4.6 GHz LHCD can
induce co-current toroidal acceleration and a co-current
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change of core toroidal rotation of r/a ≤ 0.4; meanwhile,
core toroidal acceleration and rotation is gradually increas-
ing with lower hybrid power increasing. In the experi-
ments, maximum co-current toroidal acceleration and ro-
tation change is 70 km/s2 and 45 km/s at almost no obvious
change in ne, respectively. With the injection of LHCD at
2.45 GHz and 4.6 GHz, both δuφ and Te, in the observed re-
gion of r/a ≤ 0.4, are increased with keeping their profiles
remained; meanwhile, modification of the toroidal rotation
develops on a time scale of about 300 ms. Commonly, Ti

profile and Ti gradient in observed region is not changed
with injection of the LHCD.

Under the injection of ICRF condition on EAST, mod-
ification of core toroidal acceleration and rotation in r/a ≤
0.4 region by ICRF at 27 MHz, 34 MHz and 35 MHz has
been observed over different ICRF powers, electron den-
sities, plasma currents and toroidal magnetic fields. All
the 27 MHz, 34 MHz and 35 MHz ICRF can induce co-
current toroidal acceleration and a co-current change in the
core toroidal rotation in r/a ≤ 0.4 region; meanwhile, core
toroidal acceleration and rotation are gradually increasing
with increasing ICRF power. In the experiments, maxi-
mum co-current toroidal acceleration and rotation change
is 40 km/s2 and 35 km/s at almost no obvious change in ne,
respectively. With the injection of ICRF, δuφ, Te and Ti, in
observed region of r/a ≤ 0.4, are gradually increasing with
keeping their profiles remained; meanwhile, modification
of the toroidal rotation develops on a time scale of about
500 ms.

3. Discussion and Conclusions
Figure 3 shows the relationship between toroidal ro-

tatin and Te/Ti, and indicates that the toroidal rotation is in-
creasing with Te/Ti increasing. There may be a certain cor-
relation between origin of toroidal rotation and Te/Ti (Tem-
perature ratio effects) associated with suppressing the cer-
tain turbulent modes (ITG) [33]. Under without large den-
sity variation condition, LHCD and ICRF can induce co-
current toroidal acceleration, it means that, during LHCD
and ICRF injection period, net toroidal force is generated.
Before discharge in tokamak plasmas, uφ is 0 km/s, but,
with plasma current gradually established, uφ is gradually
formed and commonly is not 0 km/s. This means that, in
toroidal direction, ions are collectively accelerated by net
toroidal acceleration which is generated by net toroidal
force resulting from both toroidal driving and damping
forces. The co-current toroidal driving forces may gener-
ate co-current toroidal acceleration and rotation. Toroidal
electric field (Eφ), which can be obtained by Uφ/(2πR) (Uφ
is loop voltage and measured by voltage loop, R is plasma
major radius), is usually in co-current direction and acts on
plasma as a whole and persists for the entire discharge pe-
riod, so Eφ is commonly one of co-current toroidal driving
forces. Electron-ion toroidal friction, (Rei)φ, may be one
of counter-current toroidal forces. Because electrons move

in counter-current direction in order to produce a toroidal
plasma current, so (Rei)φ imposed on ions is in counter-
current direction. In the future research, the intensity of
detailed toroidal driving and damping forces will be calcu-
lated according to experimental data of ohmic, LHCD and
ICRF plasmas.

In summary, experiments on EAST and J-TEXT were
executed for ohmic plasmas with counter- and co-current
aφ generated by ne ramping-up and ramping-down within
a factor of three density variation. In EAST The toroidal
electric field was increased (decreased) during the den-
sity ramp-up (down) from 0.05 V/m to 0.1 V/m. Although
Ti is remained, Te/Ti is varied from 2.1 to 1.3, which
evolves in a similar way to that in aφ. It is found that
the toroidal acceleration in the counter-current direction
(−2.5 km/s2 ∼−32 km/s2) is roughly proportional to the
density ramp-up rate up to 5 × 1019 m−3/s. On J-TEXT
similar toroidal acceleration is also confirmed. Further-
more, direction reversal from co- to counter-current of
edge C4+ toroidal rotation is observed by ramp up in elec-
tron density. Poloidal rotation of C4+ and C2+, in ob-
served range, is not changed during density ramping up
and ramping down. Under a small density variation con-
dition, LHCD or ICRF effects on aφ is investigated. On
EAST, It is observed that aφ in the co-current direction
is induced and increased with injection power increasing.
aφ is 70 km/s2 for LHCD, and 40 km/s2 for ICRF. In both
devices, the toroidal acceleration was observed between
−50 km/s2 in counter-current direction and 70 km/s2 in co-
current direction by density ramp condition or additional rf
heating in the range of LHW and ICF. No poloidal accel-
eration was confirmed.
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